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1

INTRODUCTION

Surviving in Volatile and Falling Markets
eclining market value in stocks, alarming economic news,
chronic housing and credit problems, uncertain oil prices—all
these critical conditions that were worse than ever in 2008 and

2009 make the point that you need alternatives to survive in troubling
economic times.

There is good news.

The options market is relatively young, but the popularity of options
trading has grown exponentially every year since the early 1970s. This
has occurred as increasing numbers of investors have realized that
options are more than mere speculative tools. They are effective risk
hedge instruments, cash generators, and portfolio management tools
that virtually anyone can use beneficially. Even if you have very low risk
tolerance, conservative options strategies can strengthen your portfolio
and reduce market risks while generating current income.

In volatile markets, when you have no idea what stock values are going
to be next month or even next week, options are especially valuable. In
outright bear markets such as the market that started in 2007 and
extended into 2009, put options offer a way to profit from declining
stock values. This book is designed to explore a number of put strate-
gies that can be used to provide profits when the markets are falling.

A put is an option designed to increase in value when the underlying
security’s value falls. It is the opposite of a call, which is better known as
an instrument that tracks a stock’s value and rises when the stock’s
price rises. Traders often overlook put options because so many are nat-
urally optimistic by nature. It is a common pitfall to believe that a
stock’s value is always going to rise, and many investors treat their pur-
chase price as a starting point from which values can only increase as
time goes by. But anyone who was invested in the markets in 2008 and
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2009 knows that this belief is flawed and also that it has expensive con-
sequences. Stocks do fall in value. And when they do, it often defies
logic. In 2008, rapid declines in stocks once thought to be invincible
made the point that markets overreact. By the end of 2008, many stocks
were available at bargain prices, but panic and fear were so widespread
that few investors were brave enough to put capital into the equity
markets.

This is the perfect market for option trading—and for a number of rea-
sons. On a purely speculative approach to markets that have declined,
low prices represent values; and when those prices bounce back (as they
always do), anyone who got in at the lowest price levels makes hand-
some profits. However, if you are so concerned about declining stocks
that you do not want to invest in shares, options provide attractive
alternatives. The same is true when markets peak at the top.
Overbought markets invariably correct; so if you don’t want to take
profits, but you are concerned about declining values over the short
term, options can be used to protect stock positions without having to
sell shares.

There are so many possible uses for options and specifically for puts
that you can take advantage of the potential in any kind of market.
Whether prices are depressed or inflated, and whether the mood is bull
or bear, puts are effective devices for maximizing profits. In volatile and
falling markets, the value of puts is at a maximum. This is true because
the mood in the markets is always fearful at such times. When market
prices are rising rapidly, euphoria and even unjustified optimism rule,
and in these conditions, putting money at risk is easy. But on the oppo-
site side of the spectrum, when prices are low, doom and despair are the
ruling emotions; and few people are willing to put money at risk in this
environment.

All markets are cyclical, and that is why using puts as portfolio man-
agement devices should remain flexible. The most depressing market,
whether in stocks, real estate, credit, or housing, is eventually going to
come back and improve. When at the worst portion of a cycle, the situ-
ation always seems permanent, and investors cannot see their way to a
recovery. But recovery does occur, and it always takes the markets by

2 PUT OPTION STRATEGIES FOR SMARTER TRADING



surprise. By the end of 2008, the P/E ratio of stocks on the S&P 500 had
fallen from 26 three months earlier to about 18, a decline of more than
30 percent.1

This fall in the overall market’s P/E ratio defines the bear market of the
time. This ratio, which tracks market sentiment about the future price
direction of stocks, is far lower than it was only four years earlier when
it peaked above 40; but many people are surprised to learn that the dis-
mal 2008 numbers were higher than historical averages. A few decades
ago in the 1970s, S&P 500 P/E fell into single digits and did not rise
above 20 until the mid-1980s; so the decline in this important bench-
mark by the end of 2008 demonstrated that the current market is not as
severe or as depressed as it has been in the recent past.

All these historical trends, when viewed in perspective, make the point
that even the most volatile current market needs to be analyzed in con-
text. Most market cycles last between two and five years, and the longer
the downturn, the more rapid the recovery seems to be. Past cycles have
demonstrated this interesting tendency time and again. What this
means for investors is that volatility and uncertainty—as troubling as
they are—present opportunities as well. And using puts to take advantage
of volatility can be quite profitable in several ways:

■ Producing short-term profits simply by timing buy and sell deci-
sions based on rapid and volatile price changes;

■ Protecting long stock positions by using puts as a form of insurance
for paper profits;

■ Entering into contingent purchase positions of stock using puts
rather than committing funds; and

■ Employing a variety of combined strategies to hedge risk while pro-
ducing short-term profits and leveraged control over stock.

This book explains all the put-based strategies in detail and shows how
even a troubled market presents great opportunities to keep you in con-
trol. The worst aspect of volatile markets is a sense of not having con-
trol over events, and puts can be used to offset this apprehension. You
have probably heard that astute traders can earn profits in all types of
markets. Puts are among the best devices to accomplish that goal.

Introduction Surviving in Volatile and Falling Markets 3
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5

1
THE FLEXIBLE

NATURE OF OPTIONS:
RISKS FOR ALL LEVELS

re you investing in companies or in the prices of their stock? A
lot of emphasis is placed on the difference between “value” and
“growth,” but perhaps a more important distinction should be

made between what you invest in. If you follow the fundamentals, you
are probably investing in the company; if you are a technician, your
interest is in the stock and its price movement.

In either case, buying and selling stock are not the only alternatives you
have. In fact, the volatility of the market, by itself, makes the case that
just using a buy-and-hold strategy is very high risk when markets are
volatile. All you need to do is to compare prices of some of the best-
known companies between the end of 2007 and 2008 to see what a dis-
astrous market that 12-month period was. This includes 28 out of 30
stocks on the Dow Jones Industrial Average, which all lost value.1

When you buy shares of stock, you enter into a rigid contract. You pay
money for shares, and those shares either increase or decrease in value.
You are entitled to dividends if the company has declared and paid
them. And if you own common stock, you have the right to vote on cor-
porate matters put forth by the board of directors. The stock remains in
existence for as long as you want to continue owning shares, and you
have the right to sell those shares whenever you wish.

1 In 2008, only two Dow companies—McDonald’s and Wal-Mart—gained in value. The other 28

DJIA stocks all fell.
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With options, the contract is quite different. An option controls 100
shares of stock but costs much less. However, holding an option grants
no voting rights and no dividends (unless you also own the stock). You
can close an option position at any time you want on listed options on
stock. But perhaps the most important distinction between stock and
options is that options have only a finite life. They expire at a specified
date in the future. After expiration, the option is worthless. So it has to
be closed or exercised before expiration to avoid losing all its value. You
exercise a put by selling 100 shares at the fixed strike price, and you
exercise a call by buying 100 shares at the fixed strike price.

Key Point: Stock and option terms
are quite different, including indefinite
versus finite lives, dividends, and 
voting rights.

Options, in general, contain specific terms defining their value and sta-
tus. These terms include the type of option (put or call), the underlying
security, the strike price, and expiration date. Every option’s terms are
distinct; listed option terms cannot be changed or exchanged other
than by closing one option and replacing it with another.

Terms of Options
The terms of each option contract define it and set value (known as
premium) for each and every option contract. These terms are
described next.

Types of Options

There are two kinds of options: puts and calls. A put grants its owner
the right, but not the obligation, to sell 100 shares of a specific underly-
ing security, at a fixed strike price, and before the specified expiration
date. A seller of a put may be obligated to buy 100 shares at the fixed
strike price, which occurs when the market value of stock is lower than
the put’s strike price.

6 PUT OPTION STRATEGIES FOR SMARTER TRADING



A call is the opposite. If you buy a call, you have the right, but not the
obligation, to buy 100 shares of a specific underlying security, at a fixed
strike price, and before the specified expiration date. A seller of a call
may be obligated to sell 100 shares at the fixed strike price, which
occurs when the market value of stock is higher than the call’s strike
price.

Key Point: Holders of long positions
are not obligated to exercise, but their
positions give them leveraged control
over 100 shares of stock per 
contract.

The rights and obligations of option buyers and sellers are summarized
in Figure 1.1.

Chapter 1 The Flexible Nature of Options: Risks for All Levels 7

BUYERS

SELLERS

have a right but not an obligation to:

may be required to:

Option rights and obligations

Figure 1.1 Option rights and obligations

Put values rise if the underlying security’s share price falls. This occurs
because the fixed strike price does not change; so the lower the current
price of the stock, the more valuable the right to sell 100 shares at the
higher strike price. For a call, the value rises when the underlying secu-
rity price increases; so the higher the current price of the stock, the
more valuable the right to buy 100 shares at the lower strike price.

For example, if you buy a put with a strike price of 35 and the stock’s
market value falls to $28 per share, you gain a 7-point advantage. You
can sell 100 shares of stock at the strike price of $35, or $700 higher



than the current market value of the stock. If you buy a call with a strike
price of $40 and the stock’s market value rises to $44 per share, your call
grants you the right to buy 100 shares at the strike price of $40, or $400
below current market value.

These basic attributes of options form the rationale for all strategies,
whether they involve one or more option positions, short or long, and
combinations of various kinds (options hedged against stock positions,
combinations of call with call, call with put, or put with put in a variety
of long or short positions and employing one or many different strike
prices.) The strategic possibilities are endless and provide hedging and
insurance for many positions and in many different kinds of markets.

Underlying Security

The underlying security may be 100 shares of stock, an index, or a
futures position. This book limits examples to options on stock, which
are the most popular in the options market and also the most likely
kind of underlying security most people will use for option trading.
The underlying cannot be changed. Once you open a long or short
option position, it is tied to the underlying and will gain or lose value
based on the direction the stock moves.

Key Point: Every option position
relates to a specific underlying secu-
rity, and this is not transferable.

The underlying may have a fairly narrow trading range, or it may be
quite volatile. The degree of price volatility in the underlying (market
risk) also affects option premium values. The greater the volatility, the
greater the value of the option. This volatility premium, also called
extrinsic value, will change as expiration date approaches; but for
longer-term options, the volatility of the underlying is a significant
portion of total premium value. So the attributes of the underlying are
essential for judging the value of options. It is a mistake to determine
which options to buy or sell based solely on their current value; the
quality of a company on a fundamental basis and the price volatility of
its stock (or its technical risk attributes) have to be compared and
judged as well to make an informed trade decision.

8 PUT OPTION STRATEGIES FOR SMARTER TRADING



Chapter 1 The Flexible Nature of Options: Risks for All Levels 9

Strike Price

Strike price is the fixed price at which an option can be exercised. The
strike price determines total option value. The proximity between strike
and the current value of each share of stock determines whether pre-
mium value is growing or shrinking. When a put’s strike is higher than
the current market value of the underlying stock, it is in the money; and
when a call’s strike is lower than the current market value of the under-
lying stock, it is also in the money. If the stock’s price moves above the
put’s strike or below the call’s strike, the option is out of the money. If
stock share price and the option’s strike price are exactly the same, the
option is at the money.

Key Point: The proximity between
strike price and current market value
of the underlying determines the pre-
mium values of every option.

These relationships between strike of the option and current value of
the underlying security are summarized in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 Option status

option status

calls are in the money

calls are out of the money

at the
money

strike price

S

T

O

C

K

P

R

I

C

E

puts are out of the money

puts are in the money

strike price



Expiration Date

An option’s expiration date is fixed and cannot be changed. It occurs
after the third Friday of the expiration month. Standard listed options
expire up to eight months out, and the longer-terms option (LEAPS, or
Long-term Equity Anticipation Securities) expire up to 30 months
away, always in January.

The time to expiration determines how options are valued. The longer
the time, the greater the portion of an option’s premium known as time
value. It may be quite high when options have many months to go
before they expire, but as expiration nears, the decline in time value
accelerates. By expiration day, time value falls to zero.

Key Point: The fact that options
expire means value is also finite;
unlike stock, every option becomes
worthless as soon as the expiration
date has passed.

For option buyers, time is a problem. If you buy an option with a long
time until expiration date, you will have to pay for that time in higher
premium; and if expiration will occur in the near future, premium is
lower, but the rapid decline in time value makes it difficult to create a
profit. Three-quarters of all options expire worthless, making the point
that it is very difficult to beat the odds simply by speculating in long
puts or calls.

In comparison, option sellers (those who short option contracts) have
an advantage in the nature of time value. Because it declines as expira-
tion approaches, short positions are more likely to be profitable. Short
sellers go through a process of sell-hold-buy rather than the traditional
long position, which involves the process of buy-hold-sell. So the more
decline in an option’s premium, the more profitable the short position.
Expiration is a benefit to option sellers and a problem for option buyers.

Valuation of Options
Every option has an overall value, known as its premium. But the total
premium consists of three specific parts: intrinsic value, time value, and

10 PUT OPTION STRATEGIES FOR SMARTER TRADING



Chapter 1 The Flexible Nature of Options: Risks for All Levels 11

extrinsic value. The first two are quite easy to understand, but extrinsic
value is where all the variations are going to be found. For example, if
you look at two stocks with the same market value and with options for
the same strike and expiration, you are still going to find differences in
those option premiums. The reasons are explained by extrinsic value.

Intrinsic Value

The option’s intrinsic value is easy to understand. It is the point value
equal to the option’s in-the-money level. For example, a 30 put has
three points of intrinsic value when the underlying stock is at $27 per
share ($30 - $27 = $3). If the stock’s value is higher than the put’s strike,
there is no intrinsic value.

Key Point: Intrinsic value is equal to
the number of points between strike
price and current market value above
(for a call) or below (for a put).

A call has intrinsic value whenever the underlying stock is higher than
the call’s strike. For example, if the strike is 45 and the current value of
the underlying is $51 per share, the call has six points of intrinsic value
($51 - $45 = $6).

Intrinsic value will always track with the underlying stock’s price move-
ment. For a put, the intrinsic value increases point-for-point as the
stock value falls; and for a call, intrinsic value increases point-for-point
as the stock’s value rises.

Although intrinsic value is easily defined and understood in the sense
that it moves point-for-point with the underlying, the total premium
does not always change exactly with price changes. The variation occurs
because of the nature of extrinsic value (explained later). When you see
a stock’s price move by three points and the option change by only two
or perhaps by four points, the explanation involves an offset between
intrinsic and extrinsic value. So although intrinsic value does change
predictably, total premium may offset that movement because of price
adjustments made in extrinsic value. The risk and volatility of the
stock, time to expiration, and changing technical information about the
company all have an effect in extrinsic value.



Time Value

Time value is just as easy to track as intrinsic value. The longer the time
to expiration, the higher the time value. As expiration approaches, time
value declines and the rate of decline accelerates as expiration nears. So
there is going to be very little change in time value for a LEAPS option
with two years to expiration, and a very rapid deterioration of time
value during an option’s last two months of life.

Option buyers struggle with time value, because declining premium
levels make it difficult if not impossible to build profits in long option
positions. For example, if you buy an out-of-the-money put for 3
($300) and with six months until expiration, you need the underlying
to move down by three points in-the-money (below strike) just to
break even by expiration; and it has to move even further to make any
profit.

Key Point: Like intrinsic value, time
value is predictable and specific; it
declines as expiration approaches,
ending up at zero.

Option sellers benefit from declining time value for the same reasons.
For example, if you sell an out-of-the-money put for 3 ($300) and with
six months until expiration, you need the underlying to move only by
less than three points in the money to make a profit. Because none of
the premium is intrinsic, as long as the stock remains at or above the
put’s strike, it is easy to profit from declining time value at any time
before expiration.

Extrinsic Value

Of the three types of premium in an option, extrinsic value is the most
interesting and the most complex. It is a reflection of the price volatili-
ty (market risk) of the underlying stock. The more volatility, the higher
the extrinsic value as a rule. But the longer the time to expiration, the
more variation you will find in intrinsic value. It is even possible that
increases in intrinsic value will be offset by declines in extrinsic value—
due simply to the fact that a lot can happen in an extended period of
time.

12 PUT OPTION STRATEGIES FOR SMARTER TRADING



For example, you buy a put LEAPS with 24 months until expiration.
Strike is 25 and the stock currently is at $25 per share (at the money).
Total premium is 7 ($700). You believe the stock’s market value will
decline and create a profit in coming months; you are also aware that
the entire premium consists of nonintrinsic value. Over the following
month, the underlying declines to $21, a drop of four points in the
money. However, the option premium grows only to 9, a change of two
points.

Key Point: Extrinsic value is the only
form of option value that is uncertain,
and that varies based on underlying
market risk and volatility.

In this case, two things have occurred. There is little or no change in
time value because the time to expiration is so far off. Intrinsic value
increased by four points ($25 - $21 = $4); but extrinsic value fell by two
points (4 - 2 = 2). This offset is an odd combination of factors. It con-
tains the influence of time and volatility. With 24 months remaining
until expiration, the offset between intrinsic and extrinsic value is a way
that the market questions whether that particular option should be
priced for the entire amount of intrinsic change. While the adjustment
is made to intrinsic value, time has a lot to do with this offset; if there
was less time remaining in the life of the put, the offset would not be as
severe and, in fact, it might not occur at all.

Extrinsic value plays a role in option premium that modifies the effects
of both intrinsic and time value. Neither of those portions of the
option premium change as part of this price adjustment. Because
intrinsic and time value are specific and exact, the change is extrinsic
only. Remember, both intrinsic and time value are predictable. Intrinsic
value reflects the number of points in the money (so when the option
is at the money or out of the money, there is zero intrinsic value). And
time value changes on a time-based curve and does not change over
time. Time value is affected solely by the proximity of expiration.

Even though these rules are specific, extrinsic value is affected by both
the degree of intrinsic change and the time until expiration. This com-
plexity explains why a longer-term in-the-money option premium does
not exactly track changes in the underlying; it also explains why even

Chapter 1 The Flexible Nature of Options: Risks for All Levels 13



out-of-the-money options are often quite unresponsive to changes in
the underlying. For example, a long-term put that is out-of-the-money
might have little or no change in the premium even when the underly-
ing moves closer to the strike price level. The unresponsiveness of the
option premium in long-term out-of-the-money status makes sense
because you cannot expect more point-for-point changes until (a)
expiration is much closer and (b) the option is in the money.

Key Point: Although extrinsic and
time value are not the same, the vari-
ation in extrinsic value often is affect-
ed by the time remaining until
expiration.

The variation between degrees of stock price change and option premi-
um change is called implied volatility and defines option values when
they do occur. An option’s premium is almost always worth at least its
intrinsic value, and in cases in which it falls below that benchmark, it is
going to be very temporary. Because both intrinsic and time value are
specific, any bargains in option pricing are going to be found in adjust-
ments to extrinsic value, known as an evolving trend in the option’s
implied volatility.

Dividends and Puts
Most traders who buy calls know that dividends have a negative impact
on premium value. This occurs when the stock goes ex-dividend, the day
when the dividend is factored into the share price. However, while this is
a negative factor for call buyers, it is a positive one for put buyers.

Since dividends reduce the share value of stock, in-the-money calls are
expected to also lose value. But because puts increase in value as stock
price falls, an in-the-money put will increase in value at ex-dividend
date. This reality may affect the timing of many put strategies. Knowing
in advance that the put’s value will fall because ex-dividend date is
looming builds in extra premium appreciation beyond the normal
cause and effect of price change in the underlying. The strategy of tim-
ing with a dividend in mind is the same for long puts as it is for short
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calls; a decline in the stock price is predictable, so the long put will
increase in value (beneficial to its owner or buyer) and the short call
will decline in value (beneficial to the seller).

Key Point: Whereas dividends are a
detriment to call buyers because
stock prices fall as a result, they are
a benefit to put buyers. The decline in
underlying value is offset by an
increase in the put’s premium value.

Dividends are often overlooked as a factor in both the selection of
options and the timing of trades. This is a mistake; dividends represent
a significant portion of potential profits on both stock trades and
option trades. For example, if you select a stock paying a relatively high
dividend (4 percent, for example), ownership of the stock includes an
ensured 4 percent annual return. This is even greater if the dividends
are reinvested in partial shares, which converts the nominal rate into a
compound rate of return.

Dividend income is also significant when considering the relative value
and likely outcome of a put strategy that includes ownership of stock.
You earn dividends only if you own shares of stock, so this extra con-
sideration applies only when strategies include long stock positions in
conjunction with long or short positions. When you compare likely
outcome in a number of scenarios, include dividend income in the
equation.

For example, you may construct an option strategy combining a long
stock position with either long or short puts, or with puts and calls in
spread or straddle positions. If you are looking at several different com-
panies as potential candidates for such a strategy, including the divi-
dend income often makes a substantial difference. Assuming that the
assumed value of each issue is comparable, a dividend-paying stock is
likely to produce a better overall yield than a stock that does not pay a
dividend (or one paying a much smaller dividend).

In coming chapters, return calculations include dividend income as a
means for comparison. For example, if three different stocks using the
same strategy are assumed to produce a range of returns between 7 and
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8 percent, a 3 percent dividend on one stock will make it the clear win-
ner in overall income.

Besides augmenting total income from a combined stock and option
strategy, dividends create a cushion of downside protection in the stock
position. Stocks held for many years grow significantly in value when
quarterly dividends are reinvested and when additional income is gen-
erated through option strategies. Many of these combined strategies are
quite low risk and may produce consistent cash income representing
double-digit returns (including dividends), but with little added mar-
ket risk when compared to simply owning shares of stock.

Comparing Risk Levels

Any option strategy should be analyzed with risk in mind. Any single-
option long position contains a specific market risk, based on the fact
that most are going to expire worthless or be closed at a net loss. The
effects of declining time value make it very difficult to profit from buy-
ing options for speculation.

Many additional reasons for buying puts can justify the market risk. For
example, protecting paper profits in appreciated stock by buying puts
provides a form of insurance. If the stock price does retreat, appreciat-
ed put value offsets the decline in value; the put can be closed at a prof-
it to recapture the paper profits lost; or it can even be exercised. This
allows you to sell 100 shares of stock for each put owned, at the fixed
strike price. So as long as the strike is higher than current market value,
this type of long put position hedges the stock position. In a volatile
market, this can be a valuable strategic move; it can make long stock
positions more acceptable even with high volatility in the market
because potential losses are insured against as long as the put position
remains open.

Key Point: The many specialized
uses of long puts make them more
than speculative in nature. They can
reduce or eliminate risk in long stock
holdings and work as an affordable
market risk hedge.
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Additional advanced strategies combining long puts with stock, with
short puts, or with calls can also make the long put valuable as a source
for potential profits or as a means for limiting risk in the overall posi-
tion. So puts serve as a device for reducing profits in numerous stock
and combined option positions.

Risk comparison should also be made between short puts and short
calls. Writing naked calls is one of the highest-risk option strategies
because, in theory, a stock’s market price can rise indefinitely. This
means that the true risk of a naked call is unknown. It is defined as the
difference between market value of the stock and the short call’s strike
price, minus the call’s premium received when the position was
opened:

(current value, 100 shares - strike price, short call) = short call risk

This is “unlimited” because you cannot know how high the current
price per share is going to reach. So uncovered calls are high risk. In
comparison, a covered call is not only low risk; it is exceptionally con-
servative. By definition, a call is usually covered when you also own 100
shares of the underlying. In the event of exercise, you simply give up the
100 shares of stock at the strike price. So as long as the strike is higher
than your original basis in the call, you profit with exercise from three
sources: capital gain on the stock, premium on the short call, and divi-
dends. Covered calls produce annualized returns in double digits in
many cases because time value decline translates to higher profits for
the call seller.

A short call is also “covered” when you own a long call that expires on
the same date or later, and at the same strike. If the strike is higher, the
risk is limited to the difference between the two strikes. For example, if
you sell a May 55 call and buy a May 60 call, upon exercise you would
exchange 100 shares at 60 for 100 shares at 55; your risk is limited to
five points ($500). So a “covered” call based on short and long positions
is usually only a partial reduction of risk. The difference in strikes com-
bined with the net credit or debit normally translates to a net risk, but
a relatively small one.
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Key Point: A short call can be cov-
ered by ownership of 100 shares of
stock, or by ownership of a long call
expiring at the same date or a later
date than the short position.

Short puts also contain risks and cannot be truly covered in the same
way as calls. This means that while a short call is covered with 100
shares of long stock, a short put is not as easily made lower risk.
However, short puts are not as risky as short calls, a fact often over-
looked by those who want to go short on options. A short call may end
up in a loss position, but the loss is not indefinite. A stock can fall only
to zero, so a lower strike price represents a lower “worst case” risk. In a
practical sense, the true risk of a short put is not really zero; it is actu-
ally the tangible book value of the stock. For example, if a stock is sell-
ing today at $34 per share and tangible book value per share (net worth
less intangible assets) is $11 per share, the true maximum risk is $23,
before considering the put premium received when the position is
opened. If you receive a premium of 4 ($400) when you sell a put, the
net tangible risk is 19 points:

( $34 - $11 ) - 4 = 19 ($1,900)

If the entire premium is nonintrinsic (meaning the stock’s market value
was at or higher than the strike when the put is sold), this maximum
risk is quite unlikely. As time moves on and expiration approaches, time
value falls and the short put loses value.

Risk is further mitigated by rolling techniques. If the short put does go
in the money, exercise can be avoided by closing the position or by
rolling it forward. Short call sellers roll forward to a later exercise date,
or forward and up to a higher strike to avoid exercise; short put posi-
tions are rolled forward to a later exercise date, or forward and down to
a lower strike. Although rolling extends the period of exposure, it can
result in an additional credit while avoiding exercise.

Considering the limited risk between strike and tangible book value per
share, the decline in time value, and the ability to avoid exercise
through rolling, short puts—often considered high-risk strategies—are
actually not that high risk. This is especially true when the short put is
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combined with other stock and option positions, which are explored in
detail in later chapters.

Key Point: Uncovered call risk is
unlimited and cannot be known;
uncovered put risk is finite because
the underlying can fall only so far.

The point to keep in mind about risks and puts is that strategies can be
devised and designed to match your risk tolerance quite well. The pur-
pose to any strategy should be understood and carefully articulated. In
a volatile market, puts can be used to protect long stock positions, take
advantage of exceptionally wild price gyrations, or simply to speculate
on a rapidly changing market. For management of your portfolio, short
and long puts serve many purposes and, when used appropriately to
reduce risks, hedge other positions, or maximize income opportunities,
can enhance profits while holding risks to a minimum.

Many stockholders have a sense of helplessness when markets become
volatile, especially when the volatility takes market-wide prices to the
downside. Widespread apprehension keeps many people out of the
markets, awaiting further developments even if that means missing
exceptional opportunities. Using puts in place of adding new positions
to a depressed portfolio not only makes sense financially, but also
enables you to control stock without needing to commit funds, protect
paper profits, and create short-term profits even in the most unpre-
dictable markets.

The next chapter examines risk hedge as a basic put strategy and shows
how proper use of puts offset (and in many cases entirely remove) risk
from other portfolio positions.
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Index

A
Abbott Labs, 128-129, 138-140,

160-161

Apple Computer, 57-60

asset allocation risk, 39-40

B
backspread, 143-145, 150-152

bear spread, 83-86

Best Buy, 112-114, 194-196

Black-Scholes, 171

Boeing, 146-149, 161-163

breakaway gap, 182

breakeven rate, 35-37

breakouts, 182-183

bull spread, 86-89

Burlington Northern Santa Fe,
198-203

butterfly spread, 101-115

C
calendar spread, 55, 89-93

calendar straddle, 133-136

call spreads, 101-109

candlesticks, 67-68

Caterpillar, 150-152, 158-159

Chevron Corporation, 94-100

Citicorp, 182-183

Colgate Palmolive, 179-181

collar, 30-31, 57

combination spread, 100-115

common gap, 182

Consolidated Edison, 118-120

Consumer Price Index (CPI),
34-35

covered call, 29-32, 33, 55-60

covered ratio write, 79

covered short spread, 197-203

covered short straddle, 194-197

D
diagonal

backspread, 150-152
butterfly spread, 112-115
spreads, 93-100

diversification risk, 39-40

dividends, 14-19, 175

double tops and bottoms,
183-184
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Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJIA), 5

downtrend, 66

E
error risks, 43

exchange-traded funds 
(ETFs), 171

exhaustion gap, 182

expiration date, 9

extrinsic value, 12-14

G
gaps, 182-183

General Mills, 130-133

goal-based risks, 42-43

Google, 87-89

H
head and shoulders, 184-186

Honeywell, 133-136, 140-142

I
IBM, 101-111, 183-184, 192-193

implied volatility, 14, 172-177

inflation risk, 33-37 

insurance puts, 22-32, 45-53

interest rates, 176

intrinsic value, 11

J
Johnson & Johnson, 66

K
knowledge/experience 

risk, 38-39

L
leverage, 41, 63, 70-71

liquidity risk, 42

long straddle, 117-120

lost opportunity risk, 42

M
market availability risk, 38

market volatility, 173-174

married put, 61-62

McDonalds, 5, 26-27, 30

Microsoft, 71-72

MMM, 50-51

Molson Coors Brewing, 153-155
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N
narrow-range day (NRD), 67

O
OHLC chart, 68

option 
covered call, 29-32
hedging, 29-32
risks, 16-19, 21-22
selection, 25-28
swing trading, 70-76
terms, 6-10
valuation, 10-14, 168-169
value, 172-177
volatility, 168-172

Options Clearing Corporation
(OCC), 189

P
paper profits, 22-23

portfolio risk, 38-39

proximity element, 175

put
bear spread, 104-106, 109-112
bull spread, 107-112
buying and shorting stock,

51-53
calendar spread, 140-142
counter-plays, 167
married, 61-62
protective, 55-60
rate of return, 191-193

rolling into spreads, 53-56
selection, 48-51
short, 188-191, 206-207
spread, 138-140
synthetic stock, 157-161,

163-166
tax problems, 61-62
uncovered, 187-191

R
ratio 

calendar combination,
146-150

puts, 153-156
reverse, 143-145
short spread, 200-202
spread defined, 137
write, 79

recovery strategies, 202-205

return on selling puts, 191-193

reversal day, 67

reverse ratio, 143-145

risk 
asset allocation, 39-40
diversification, 39-40
error, 43
goal based, 42-43
inflation, 33-37
knowledge/experience, 38-39
levels, 16-19
leverage, 41
liquidity, 42
long and short position, 32
lost opportunity, 42
market availability, 38
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portfolio, 38-39
reduction, 64
tax 33-37
trade disruption, 38
types of, 32-43

rolling techniques, 53-56

runaway gap, 182

S
set-up, 66-67

Sherwin-Williams, 122-124,
185-186

short puts, 206-207

short ratio puts, 153-156

short selling stock, 51-53

short straddle, 121-127

SPDR Gold Trust, 49-50, 52-53,
143-145, 192-193

spread 
bear, 83-86
bull, 86-89
calendar, 55, 89-93
combination, 100-115
conversion, 78
covered short, 197-203
diagonal, 93-100, 112-115
ratio 137-142
rolling into 53-56

stock for swing trading, 69-70

stock price movement, 173

straddle 
calendar, 133-136
conversion, 78

covered short, 194-197
long, 117-120
short, 121-127
strangle, 127-133

strangles, 127-133

support and resistance, 179-181

swing trading 
basics, 65-68
covered ratio write, 79
defined, 63-64
method, 69-70
multiple options, 77-81
one-sided, 206-207
options, 70-76
set-up, 66-67

synthetic put, 163-166

synthetic stock strategies,
157-161

synthetic strike splits, 161-163

T
Target, 73-74

tax risk, 33-37

taxes on long puts, 61-62

technical analysis of stocks,
179-187

time spread, 89-93

time value, 12, 174

trade disruption risk, 38

trading range, 180-181

trend spotting, 177-179
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U
U.S. Steel, 84-85

uncovered puts, 187-191

underlying security, 8

Union Pacific, 125-127, 163-165

United Parcel Service, 90-93

uptrend, 65

V
volatility 

market, 173-174
option 168-172
trading, 170-172
trends, 186

W
Wal-Mart, 5, 180-181, 191-192

Y
Yahoo!, 65, 71-72
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